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ABSTRACT
Divergences in art are symbolic of the complexities of life. When the trajectory of our lives change so
does our work. This thesis project is a reflection of the art making process and how it is affected by the
influence the arts has on our lives. Seeking artistic inspirations led me to Rhode Island where there is
creativity in everything from the coffee shop atmosphere to the museums. This is a showcasing of my
experience during my course of study at the Rhode Island School of Design’s Master of Arts in Art +
Design Education program. Through photographic inquiry and creative art making I have collected a
visual archive of my time rediscovering the complexities of artistry, the education process, art institutions, and many other art enriched experiences that can be connected to the influence art education
has on our society. My learning process was also influenced by academic readings that have informed
my understanding on becoming an educator in the arts and participating in better research practices
as a graduate student. I feel confident in my position about the impact that art making has on our
culture and the importance the education of those art practices has beyond our experiences in school
and that is why it is important to include those learning experiences in our education. As an artist I
believe that art education should follow us outside of the classroom. Teaching people how to utilize
their skills creatively so they may succeed outside of the art classroom and allow their knowledge in
art education to inform their lives makes for well informed art makers in our communities. In this
thesis I will talk about art educations impact on my artistic process, how I use my education in art as
a tool to communicate visually, how art education creates artist in our communities and how one can
continue their education outside of school.
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INTRODUCTION
Art is a form of creation. It is influenced by, places, and the world we interact with. It can look
different for everyone. Art can be a masterful painting in a museum or a child learning how to differentiate colors with crayons. The arts are a visual method of understanding. We can learn by reading, counting, talking, listening, or seeing. Art is a way we understand and communicate with one
another through visual representation. The visualization of a story has a different impact than if it
were being told. Studying as an art educator as an artist who hopes to inspire creative development
in their students has brought up questions about whether or not there are options for arts education
outside of traditional k-12 art classrooms. As a graduate student I am aware how art can make an
impact. Students of the arts participate in learning how to utilize their creativity as a response to the
current knowledge being taught. Art making is a skill that can be taught and practiced. Studying
techniques and methods of creating as well as the history of the arts is what makes an art student. It
is my passion for making art and learning about the history of art that motivated me as to utilize my
knowledge of practice in my personal art making to teach others how to use art as a way to inform
themselves and develop their own practice. The question I hoped to answer in this thesis changed
from what do I want to teach, to how do I plan on teaching it? This shift in direction questions, for
my own art, learning, and teaching practice what it means to be an educator in art spaces. Not only
in school but throughout the rest of our lives. What sort of responsibilities does an artist inspiring
others hold? Can I offer students the same knowledge passed onto me, influence aesthetic judgment
and creative decision making, and provide guidance on their relationship to the world in art? I may
be able to offer the knowledge I have in studio art, art history, and my art practice to students. I
would love to see a student take the information that has influenced my artist practice and make it
their own and see what they are able to create.
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There is much more for me to learn in art, it is a very complex subject that has a deep history and
will continue to change as the future becomes the present day. There is also much to learn on educating others on the subject as well. Learning how people learn and why certain topics interest us is
a very special subject and questions the importance of the individual. Education is a collaborative
effort, regardless of subject matter, and it takes some vulnerability and willingness to share ones
knowledge with others. Being open to the experiences and opinions of others is also important.
There is learning that takes place from student to student, student to teacher, teacher to student, teacher to teacher. I initially pictured myself as a traditional elementary or middle school art teacher
because I was inspired by the people who taught me as a child to use my creative abilities to make a
voice for myself amongst my peers. That was a valuable experience for me and throughout my career as a student it helped me succeed in ways that I didn’t think were possible. I learned that there
may be other options for education outside of the context of the public school system because I was
looking for more art making experiences after I had initially finished my undergraduate degree. It
is exciting to think about how art can continue to influence our work outside of schooling especially for someone who thrived in creative environments and was looking to continue my career
as an artist. Creativity can be a very useful skill and I believe that my abilities as an artist can help
students to use their imagination and encourage their creativity. I see myself as somone who carries
their practice in anything I do. Even if I only inspire one person to be themselves then that to me
is a success. I am passionate about learning and creative problem solving because these skills have
become essential to my experiences in life outside of acedemia. I became interested in how people
learn and how making art is a way of learning and that is why I decided to study art education. Teaching people how to be an artist teaches them these skills. That is why teachers are so necessary
in our society because they provide us with guidance and knowledge. Life can be challenging and
when we are faced with difficult questions, we tend to seek the help of others. Mentors help guide
us in finding the strength within ourselves that we need to achieve our goals. We look up to people
who have certain skills we think will help us and ask them for advice so that we can do the same
for ourselves. As an artist educator my goal is to encourage students to make a way for themselves
through their own vision.
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The how is what makes art unique, it can be any medium, but the difference is you. How did you do
it, how did you make the work of art? Why? When people share their work with you it is an opportunity to learn something about them. A work of art is a representation of ideas and tells a story. It
can be influenced by historical inspiration, personal experience, popular culture. The knowledge
held within a work of art can be interpreted through analysis. In discussion students and their teachers can disect the history of art and try and understand why an artist chose to compose their
piece a certain way. Artists are sociologists because they are studying the human experience. As educators and museum men we are involved in the study and humanization of people (Grove, 1969, pg
42). Art making as a practice that reflects personal understanding of knowledge can be considered a
form of art based research. This type of research practice may hold components of autobiographical
information. Personal history can inform art making and still be valuable as information because
of collective conscousness and relativity. We are all navigating the same world under different circumstances. While one solution may not serve all it is still valuable in nature because it is the how
of the artists practice. It is how they chose to make known what they know. I choose to make known
my way of navigating the world as an artist who chooses to learn about art as a continued practice
to inform my work, my life, and my goals for the future. In doing so I hope to encourage others
who seek creative inspiration to look for artistic opportunities around them. My personal scope has
been broadened as an artist because of the different perspectives that have influenced my practice
and inspired my continued interest in the world of art through education. Alternative areas where
educational interactions can be sought, for example visiting local museums or larger galleries, can
provide an exellent resource for information. Other opportunities for continuing research in the
arts outside of school also look like visiting local artists, applying to artist residencies or taking
studio classes offered to the public. The purpose is to continue incorporating creativity in everyday
experiences and encourage working art into our lives. That is also the goal of my personal work and
practice and this thesis. To encourage making in my own life and hopefully share my experience
with others who need inspiration to make as well.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
I must acknowledge that my focus as an artist and researcher is limited to my perspective. All opinions
are my own and are shaped by my experiences and understandings. I do have personal biases that I
must acknowledge. Art education is a part of my personal history and this thesis is shaped by my experience learning at the Rhode Island School of Design. This privilege is a great honor to me and my
work reflects the access to this institution and its resource. Others may not have the same opportunities as I have but there are still public art institutions that are available to visit for those who seek out
the kind of artist communities that have shaped me as an artist. This research also is based in personal
narrative and it is about one persons learning in art education and does not represent the experience
of all people who study in art. My work may reflect how learning takes place in an art space through
the examination of art practice but my intentions are not to represent an entire group of people by
stating that art education is an important research practice. This is my vision and I welcome others to
share it with me but I also welcome others to be critical of the work and understand that their experience also matters. I am also limited to time. If I could continue to seek learning opportunities that I
could include in this thesis I believe it would make my research even stronger and may even reflect a
progression of skill through my photographic inquiry. I would also have liked to include some experience with teaching in this research, but I have not had the opportunity to do so at this time. I do still
see myself working in an educational field someday and hopefully this thesis will inform my practice
as an educator in the future.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of this project is to answer a few questions about art education that have influenced my
work and my interest in this field of study. I hope to answer in my research the question of why art
education is important outside of and beyond K-12 schooling? What do those spaces look like and
how do we interact with them? Can art-based research inform how we teach others, and how can art
making as a practice be utilized as a form of research in our own education?
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RESEARCH PROJECT DESCRIPTION
For my research project I will be participating in an arts-based inquiry. Art making can be used as a
form of research and my project is a photographic assemblage that can be considered a collection of
data. The collection of images included in this thesis are influenced by and related to art making, art
theories, art institutions, and interactions with artists from the perspective of a student in art education. This work exists in order to develop a personal understanding on different ways art learning
takes place. My practice may offer a look into artistic learning experiences independent from the
traditional definition of education. Art should not only exist in the classroom but should and does
inform our lives and work beyond it.
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METHODOLOGY
Auto-Ethnography:
Ethnography interests me from a research perspective and is a way that I was able to make connections to the spaces and interactions that are depicted. The relationship to documentation of cultural
experiences in art as a collection of data is reflected in the work that was produced in this research
(Powel, 2010). Art makers can create a community with culture within itself and these photographs
are reflections of those communities where artist have shaped their world through creativity and visual expression. Visual ethnography can also be influenced by the things we learn from others. Powel
presents in the article titled, Viewing Places: Students as Visual Ethnographers, a concept that personal
ethnography can be practiced as a research method for students. This stance allows for students to utilize different methods like photography, field-notes, interviews, sketchbooks, and journals in order to
collect information. The art works as a bridge between theory and practice, providing a final product
that can be reviewed and understood by others. Students are making, learning, and producing visual
information that serves as their data.
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METHODOLOGY
Art- Based Research:
The main method of research for this thesis is that of an art-based process. Art based research is simply defined by its use of the arts as objects of inquiry as well as modes of investigation (McNiff, 1998,
preface). Making art can reflect a collection of information by representing certain subjects in the
work. When you ask an artist what their work is about, they might explain to you how their imagery
represents their subject matter. How their feeling toward the subject can be depicted. The colors might
match their mood, or the form might be soft and makes the viewer understand the artists feelings by
recognizing that feeling. The connection between composition and expression is how art can be interpreted as information. The photographic process, in this case, acts as a collection of visual data to
inform further research. This research about the practice of art as a learning technique can be done in
any space with people of all backgrounds, ages, or technical abilities. McNiff describes his experience
with art based research working in the art therapy field, “I see its greatest potential being realized as
a way of deepening and renewing practice throughout a person’s career. Research, personal artistic
expression, and the practice of therapy can be joined through the exploration of new approaches to
research which support the wide spectrum of needs being manifested,” (1998).
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Answering research questions with resources
1.What does art education look like outside of k-12 space?
2. Why is it important to practice arts education beyond school in alternative spaces and teaching
methods?
3. What are some of the characteristics of art based research and how can it inform ones educational
experiences in art making?
Art education looks different in art museums, community arts programs, public studio art classes, collegiate level art education, creative arts therapy programs, after school programs, and beyond. They all
share a common ground in the goal of distribution of knowledge of art practices whether it be history,
theory, or making and have purpose in their own right.
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MUSEUM EDUCATION
Who is museum education for? Museums are typically open to the public and provide people with a
collection of some of the greatest artifacts from cultures all over the world dating back to prehistoric
times leading all the way up to the present. “Radically democratic, it is open to all and tries to serve
all. The scholar and the connoisseur represent that segment of the audience least in need of the museums effort since they have already acquired the education which makes the works of art meaningful.
Museums are able to contribute toward the solution of social problems and it is their duty to do so.
Museums offer a combination of environment, ambiance, and method peculiarly capable of reaching
and motivating poor children and way’s must be found to expand this role. A museum which does not
provide a frame of reference within which the things it displays become accessible, fails at the point of
delivery. A museum without an effective education program is like a bow without an arrow” (Grove,
1969, pg 12). What do museums teach us? Museums teach us about art and history through showing
a progression of visual culture. Museums make the knowledge that might only be readily available
to students of higher education accessible to the public. Teaching people to become regular museum
visitors encourages taking a proactive step in ones own education and teaches self-directed discovery.
Museums serve self-interest and allow for independent involvement in learning. Is it an organization
that institutes new attitudes and approaches to the development of art (Grove, 1969, pg 13). What
makes learning at a museum unique? “Possession of the original,” as a student, having the opportunity
to come face to face with an original work of art is an incredible experience that truly grounds ones
self in understanding of subject matter, “We collect the source itself. An original work of art is like
the sun. It can go on giving energy in the form of ideas, inspiration and information as long as people
are able to see it, generation after generation” (Grove, 1996, pg 31). Much of my photographic inquiry
takes place in museum settings for this reason. I have found a great deal of inspiration from museums.
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COMMUNITY ART ENGAGEMENT
Community based art education allows for engagement with art practice for members of the community who are interested in learning new skills in art. These organizations can also be useful in making
connections with artists from diverse backgrounds and develop deeper knowledge in art through an
alternative educational practices. Ulbricht (2005) stated that, “In many cases, individuals who are educated in art feel that they can awaken the artistic sensibilities of others by showing them the functions
of art in specific communities.” Some of the functions of art experiences that are open to or directly
involved with the public are rich in perspective because of the nature that making learning accessible
to everyone can have on the community. Some of these beliefs can be reflected in my research through
my interaction with public works of art, specifically the murals and sculptures that can be found
throughout the city of Providence that I have come across on walks while exploring the environment.
In this instance I believe works of public art serve the community by adding aesthetic awareness to the
space which, in more industrial environments, provide for visual stimulation contrasting the concrete
surroundings that can feel cold and unwelcoming. Art education programs that are not confined to
institutional learning standards provide opportunities outside of school to experience the benefits of
creative practice, “There are pleasures in learning how to do something that not only equal the joys
of self-expression but support it. I wish those pleasures with their attendant rewards in heightened
visual perception were made available to the whole community: to the housewife, to the doctor, to
the dropout. Our community gallery concept, where we show month after month the work of people
who live in various communities that comprise Brooklyn is another form of encouraging creativity”
(Grove, 1969, pg 31).
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
This body of work comes from a place of inquiry. Specifically toward moments of creativity and the arts
and how it finds itself in our communities. It was important for me to include my art practice in this
research thesis because it was my education in art that inspired this process of looking for continued
engagement in learning about the arts. The main question I hoped to answer in my research was, “what
does art education look like?”, In my case for someone continuing their education as an adult. The art I
made answered this question by portraying art that is present in institutions like art museums, galleries,
higher education institutions like college campus at RISD, art classes, personal art making, street art,
and artists. All of which are places or people who inspire art making and encourage improvement in
art practices or understandings beyond the public school system. It is important to continue education
outside of school and in art there are many options to do so. The art world reaches out into the community in many ways and improves the lives of the people who engage with it. Through photography I was
able to capture moments that reflect the impact art education has on our society. Art in museums have
inspired us and told us stories of our shared history as humans for centuries. Galleries show us what
new and innovative art practices are influencing contemporary artist and make social commentary on
current cultural climates. Studios that offer classes to the public encourage practice and teach us new
skills. How might these photos represent learning? The images showcase progress through artistic practice and prove to me that I have changed and grown as an artist and as a person. I took a painting class
that motivated me to paint again. I stopped to talk with an artist who has traveled across the united
states, visiting college campuses since 911, and asking strangers to participate in a collaborative drawing on the side of his motor home. I took notice of the street art and its relationship to its surroundings.
I made connections between archival fashion found in the RISD museum to the materials found in the
textiles department. How does this reflect learning in art education?
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This collection of images is my most recent project based in research about education. I can tell it is
different from my work made in the past. My art is no longer as emotional as it used to be, this is not to
say that it lacks sentiment, but it is not overwhelmed or driven by it. It is driven by change. Going into
the world and looking at inspiration and having options to learn as an adult encouraged new work, interests, and knowledge. I look for creativity in everything I do. It is what motivates me. It also gives me
something to look back on in the future. It reminds me of the time I spent at a certain place, with certain
people, doing different kinds of work. It is nostalgia for the present feeling. I can understand who I am
by remembering who I was.
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CONCLUSION
Art education has the capacity to take different forms just like the nature of art itself. There are ways of
learning that take place throughout life and everyday encounters that reflect the impacts that art has
on our communities. Art education is a subject that can be explored from the ages of childhood, into
high-school, college, and afterward. Seeking to further ones skills and theoretical understandings might
cause us to further our education in the matter of art. Art can be used as a tool for inquiry as reflected in
this research through art practice. The practice of art education is not only important in public schools
but also in our communities. Through art based research I was able to discover and showcase through
photography the different forms of art education and the ways it can teach us. By exploring museums
and looking at forms of art that are found within the community I was able to better understand different methods of art education as a practice that can inform our lives. While art education is extremely
important in k-12 programs it is not only a way for children to express themselves. It is also for anyone
whose creativity is a main method of communication and there are new learning opportunities in art
that take shape if we all practice the art of looking and truly take notice of our surroundings.
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